
Our growing company is hiring for a german language. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for german language

Accounting corrections
Communication with vendor and client
Cooperation with other departments - /Pre-Processing, Front office/
Internal Invoice audit
Vendor solvency check - daily review of all suppliers, to whom the payments
should be executed, via available internet portal, in order to ensure no
payment is executed against insolvent supplier
To provide high quality customer service to employees and suppliers in
response to email, telephone or fax enquiries
Verify purchase request quality and correct buying channel, align with end
users on missing details by using phone / client tool
Gain full scale knowledge and thus be able recommend the most appropriate
solution for the customer and answer client’s inquiries
Validate and verify requisition is completed based on agreed procedure and
ready for submission to preferred supplier(s) based on Category cards
Select potential suppliers, execute day-to-day direct negotiations and
tendering to achieve high added value represented by savings, reduced
delivery times and improved quality of sourced products and services

Qualifications for german language

At least 2 years experience in Client communication
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volume of calls/day, appointments/week, qualification of opportunities
Professional fluency in verbal and written English and German
Previous experience with proven track record of selling strategic intelligence
and evidenced-based research services to senior decision-makers within
Corporations, Governments and Non-Profits
Self – driven, flexible, detail oriented with positive mind-set
Handle all incoming calls and emails from the client business and suppliers of
a procurement or accounts payable system nature, being the prime contact
for customer enquiries


